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CP 40 MULTI

DIMENSIONS CABINET COND. UNIT C504

width 900 mm 840 mm
depth 1245 mm 560 mm
height 2360 mm 430 mm
weight 240 kg 54 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA CABINET COND. UNIT C504

max power consumption 1,3 kW 1,1 kW
max tension absorbed 5,5 A 6,8 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE)

TRAYS CAPACITY 600x400 mm
NR.

600x800 mm
NR.

gap 80 mm 40 20

gap 40 mm 80 40

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet CP40 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit - Gas R452A

Pastry trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25°C / +15°C

VERSION CODE PRICE

RU - CP40 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air PCP040MPSRU.. € 15.420,00

A - CP40 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air + n°1 kit for
installation PCP040MPSAA.. € 15.420,00

WL - CP40 Multi + n°1 self - contained condensing unit pipeline 
water PCP040MPSWL.. € 15.900,00

AW - CP40 Multi + n°1 self - contained condensing unit mixed 
air-water PCP040MSAW.. € 16.370,00

WT - CP40 Multi + n°1 self - contained condensing unit tower water PCP040MSWT.. € 15.730,00

RCS - CP40 Multi + n°1 self - contained condensing unit air + n°1 
remote low decibel condenser PCP040MSSC.. € 16.320,00



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE PRICE

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 25 pair of guides included) which substitutes the stan-
dard holder -- € 106,00

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 25 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard 
holder 8C1042012 € 1.049,00

Ice cream trays holder (n.10 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder -- € 745,00
Ice cream trays holder (n.10 pair of guides included)  in addition to the standard holder 8C1042110 € 1.843,00
Additional pair pastry guides   8C1002510 € 24,00
Additional pair ice cream guides   8C1002610 € 34,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -

Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) -- € 827,00
Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right) (x2) -- € 827,00
Lockable doors -- € 213,00
Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) -- € 585,00
Sanigen® -- € 455,00
Lower feet H=60 - 80 mm -- € 67,00
Castors (2 with brake) -- € 180,00
GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) -- € 890,00
Sound visual alarm -- € 356,00
Stainless steel box (standard) -- € 1.094,00
Low temperature kit -- € 340,00
Pressure trasductors -- €274,00
Spacer for side by side Cp Multi   66805080 € 100,00

 PACKAGES ON REQUEST  PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage (remote C.U., flat cabinet) € 327,00

Fumigated wooden crate (remote C.U., flat cabinet) € 581,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 2% on the price  
of the equipment
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CP 40 MULTI+

VERSION CODE PRICE

RU - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit air PCP040MPSRU.. € 18.650,00

A - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit air + n°1 kit for 
installation PCP040MPSAA.. € 18.650,00

WL - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 self - contained unit pipeline water PCP040MPSWL.. € 18.760,00

RCS - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 self - contained condensing unit air + 
n°1 remote low decibel condenser PCP040MPSSC.. € 19.540,00

RC - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 self - contained condensing unit air + 
n°1 remote condenser PCP040MPSRC.. € 19.080,00

AW - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 self - contained condensing unit mixed 
air-water PCP040MPSAW.. € 19.510,00

WT - CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 self - contained condensing unit tower 
water PCP040MPSWT.. € 18.650,00

DIMENSIONS CABINET COND. UNIT C508

width 900 mm 840 mm
depth 1245 mm 730 mm
height 2360 mm 550 mm
weight 240 kg 98 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA CABINET COND. UNIT C508

max power consumption 1,3 kW 2 kW
max tension absorbed 5,5 A 4 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 400 V-50Hz (3N+PE)

TRAYS CAPACITY 600x400 mm
NR.

600x800 mm
NR.

gap 80 mm 40 20

gap 40 mm 80 40

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet CP40 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit - Gas R452A

Pastry trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TEMPERATURE RANGE -30°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE PRICE

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 25 pair of guides included) which substitutes the stan-
dard holder -- € 106,00

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 25 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard 
holder 8C1042012 € 1.049,00

Ice cream trays holder (n.10 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder -- € 745,00
Ice cream trays holder (n.10 pair of guides included)  in addition to the standard holder 8C1042110 € 1.843,00
Additional pair pastry guides   8C1002510 € 24,00
Additional pair ice cream guides   8C1002610 € 34,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -

Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) -- € 827,00
Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right) (x2) -- € 827,00
Lockable doors -- € 213,00
Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) -- € 585,00
Sanigen® -- € 454,00
Lower feet H=60 -  80 mm -- € 67,00
Castors (2 with brake) -- € 180,00
GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) -- € 890,00
Sound visual alarm -- € 356,00
Stainless steel box (standard) -- € 1.330,00
Stainless steel box (remote cond. / low decibel) -- € 1.330,00
Low temperature kit -- € 340,00
Pressure trasductors -- € 274,00
Spacer for side by side Cp Multi   66805080 € 100,00

 PACKAGES ON REQUEST PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage € 327,00

Fumigated wooden crate € 581,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 2% on the price  
of the equipment
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CP 80 MULTI

VERSION CODE PRICE

RU - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air PCP080MSRU.. € 31.460,00

RWL - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit pipeline water PCP080MSRW.. € 31.570,00

RRS - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air + n°1 low decibel 
remote condenser PCP080MSRS.. € 32.350,00

RR - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit + n°1 remote 
condenser PCP080MSRR.. € 31.790,00

RAW - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit mixed air-water PCP080MSWA.. € 32.330,00

RWT - CP80 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit tower water PCP080MSRT.. € 31.460,00

DIMENSIONS CABINET COND. UNIT C508

width 1840 mm 840 mm
depth 1245 mm 730 mm
height 2360 mm 550 mm
weight 2x240 kg 98 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA CABINET COND. UNIT C508

max power consumption 2x1,3 kW 2 kW
max tension absorbed 2x5,5 A 4 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 400 V-50Hz (3N+PE)

TRAYS CAPACITY 600x400 mm
NR.

600x800 mm
NR.

 gap 80 mm 80 40

 gap 40 mm 160 80

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

 Holding cabinet + n°1 remote condensing unit - Gas R452A

Pastry trays holder (n.40 pair of guides included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE  PRICE

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 50 pair of guides included) which substitutes the stan-
dard holder -- € 210,00

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 50 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard 
holder 8C1082012 € 2.088,00

Ice cream trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder -- € 1.313,00
Ice cream trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard holder 8C1082110 € 3.539,00
Additional pair pastry guides 8C1002510 € 24,00
Additional pair ice cream guides 8C1002610 € 34,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -
Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) -- € 1.660,00
Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right) (x2) -- € 1.660,00
Lockable doors -- € 426,00
Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) -- € 585,00
Sanigen® -- € 732,00
GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) -- € 890,00
Sound visual alarm -- € 356,00
Stainless steel box (standard) -- € 1.330,00
Stainless steel box (remote cond. / low decibel) -- € 1.330,00
Low temperature kit -- € 212,00
Pressure trasductors -- € 274,00

PACKAGES ON REQUEST  PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage € 523,00

Fumigated wooden crate € 1.079,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 2% on the price  
of the equipment
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CP 80 MULTI+

VERSION CODE PRICE

RR - CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit air PCP080MPSRR.. € 35.090,00

RWL - CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit pipeline water PCP080MPSRW.. € 35.090,00

RRS - CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit + n°1 
low decibel remote condenser PCP080MPSRS.. € 35.740,00

RAW - CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit mixed 
air-water PCP080MPSWA.. € 35.940,00

RWT - CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit tower water PCP080MPSRT.. € 35.090,00

DIMENSIONS CABINET COND. UNIT C512

width 1840 mm 670 mm
depth 1245 mm 1010 mm
height 2360 mm 1010 mm
weight 2x240 kg 157 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA CABINET COND. UNIT C512

max power consumption 2x1,3 kW 3 kW
max tension absorbed 2x5,5 A 6,2 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 400 V-50Hz (3N+PE)

TRAYS CAPACITY 600x400 mm
NR.

600x800 mm
NR.

gap 80 mm 80 40

gap 40 mm 160 80

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet CP80 Multi PLUS + n°1 remote condensing unit - Gas R452A

Pastry trays holder (n.40 pair of guides included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TEMPERATURE RANGE -30°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE PRICE

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 50 pair of guides included) which substitutes the stan-
dard holder   -- € 210,00

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 50 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard 
holder   8C1082012 € 2.088,00

Ice cream trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder   -- € 1.313,00
Ice cream trays holder (n.20 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard holder   8C1082110 € 3.539,00
Additional pair pastry guides   8C1002510 € 24,00
Additional pair ice cream guides   8C1002610 € 34,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -

Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) -- € 1.660,00
Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right)  (x2) -- € 1.660,00
Lockable doors -- € 426,00
Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) -- € 585,00
Sanigen® -- € 732,00
GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) -- € 890,00
Sound visual alarm -- € 356,00
Low temperature kit -- € 212,00
Pressure trasductors -- € 274,00

PACKAGES ON REQUEST PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage  € 675,00

Fumigated wooden crate € 1.188,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 2% on the price  
of the equipment
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CP 120 MULTI

VERSION CODE PRICE

RR - CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air PCP120MSRR.. € 47.810,00

RWL - CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit pipeline water PCP120MSRW.. € 47.810,00

RRS - CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit air + n°1 remote 
low decibel air condenser PCP120MSRS.. € 48.460,00

RAW - CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit mixed air-water PCP120MSWA.. € 48.660,00

RWT - CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit tower water PCP120MSRT.. € 48.850,00

DIMENSIONS CABINET COND. UNIT C512

width 2770 mm 670 mm
depth 1245 mm 1010 mm
height 2360 mm 1010 mm
weight 3x240 kg 157 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA CABINET COND. UNIT C512

max power consumption 3x1,3 kW 3 kW
max tension absorbed 3x5,5 A 6,2 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 400 V-50Hz (3N+PE)

TRAYS CAPACITY
 

600x400 mm
NR.

600x800 mm
NR.

gap 80 mm 120 60

gap 40 mm 240 120

 STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet CP120 Multi + n°1 remote condensing unit - Gas R452A

Pastry trays holder (n.60 pair of guides included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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85 IRINOX CONSERVATORI

OPTIONAL COD. PREZZO / PRICE

Assetto teglie pasticceria passo 30 mm (53 piani e n. 75 coppie di guide incluse) in sostituzione dell’assetto 
standard / Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 75 pair of guides included) which substitutes the 
standard holder

8C1122012 € 284,00

Assetto teglie pasticceria passo 30 mm (53 piani e n. 75 coppie di guide incluse) in aggiunta all’assetto 
standard / Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 75 pair of guides included) in addition to the 
standard tray holder

- € 2.836,00

Assetto teglie gelateria (n.30 coppie di guide incluse) in sostituzione dell’assetto standard / Ice cream trays 
holder (n.30 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder 8C1122110 € 1.783,00

Assetto teglie gelateria (n.30 coppie di guide incluse) in aggiunta all’assetto standard / Ice cream trays holder 
(n.30 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard tray holder - € 4.808,00

Kit coppia guide pasticceria aggiuntive / Additional kit pair pastry guides 8C1002510 € 21,00
Kit coppia guide gelateria aggiuntive / Additional kit pair ice cream guides 8C1002610 € 30,00
Apertura SX (cerniere a SX) / Left opening (hinges on the left) 6C000012 -

Porte a vetro apertura SX (cerniere a SX) (x2) / Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) 6C000112 € 2.268,00
Porte a vetro apertura DX (cerniere a DX) (x2) / Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right) (x2) 6C000102 € 2.268,00
Serrature porte / Lockable doors 8C1127010 € 578,00
Luci supplementari interne per porta a vetro (solo set up pasticceria)
 / Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) 8C1043212 € 529,00

Sanigen® 8C1126010 € 993,00
Stampante portatile / Portable printer 8C1005010 € 756,00
USB memory key 8C1125110 € 756,00
Allarme telefonico GSM (valido solo in Europa) / GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) 8C1005210 € 806,00
Allarme sonoro-visivo / Sound visual alarm 8C1005310 € 322,00
Kit bassa temperatura / Low temperature kit 8C3121010 € 191,00
Trasduttori pressione / Pressure trasductors 8C3123010 € 248,00

IMBALLI / PACKAGES PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage  remote unit € 712,00
Fumigated wooden crate remote unit € 1.332,00SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 2% on the price  
of the equipment

OPTIONAL CODE PRICE

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 75 pair of guides included) which substitutes the 
standard holder  -- € 315,00

Pastry trays holder with gap 30 mm (53 levels and n. 75 pair of guides included) in addition to the 
standard tray holder  8C1122012 € 3.130,00

Ice cream trays holder (n.30 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder -- € 1.968,00
Ice cream trays holder (n.30 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard tray holder  8C1122110 € 5.306,00
Additional pair pastry guides  8C1002510 € 24,00
Additional pair ice cream guides  8C1002610 € 34,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -

Left opening glass doors (hinges on the left) (x2) -- € 2.504,00
Right opening glass doors (hinges on the right) (x2) -- € 2.504,00
Lockable doors -- € 638,00
Additional internal lighting for glass door  (for pastry set up only) -- € 585,00
Sanigen® -- € 1.097,00
GSM mobile alarm (only for Europe) -- € 890,00
Sound visual alarm -- € 356,00
Low temperature kit -- € 212,00
Pressure trasductors -- € 274,00

PACKAGES ON REQUEST  PRICE

Wooden cage  € 786,00
Wooden crate € 1.471,00

85



86IRINOX MULTIFRESH MYA 86IRINOX CONSERVATORI

VERSION CODE PRICE

A - CP ONE with self - contained condensing unit air PCPONESAA.. € 9.520,00

RU - CP ONE with remote condensing unit air PCPONESRU.. € 10.410,00

RC - CP ONE with self - contained condensing unit air and remote 
condeser only PCPONESRC.. € 10.190,00

WL - CP ONE with self - contained condensing unit pipeline water PCPONESWL.. € 10.660,00

DIMENSIONS EXTERNAL AVAILABLE INNER AREA

width 810 mm 670 mm
depth 1107 mm 871,5 mm
height 2085 mm 1347 mm
weight 190 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA DEFROST

max power consumption 1,3 kW 2 kW
max tension absorbed 6,5 A 9,2 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet CP ONE with incorporated unit - Gas R452A

Trays holder  600x800 (n. 7 pair of guides included)

Right opening stainless steel door (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H= 115-165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

CP ONE

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TRAYS CAPACITY
 

NR.

gap 40 mm trays max. 33 (600x800mm)
max. 66 (600x400mm)

trays
tubs

max. 54 (360x165mm)
36

86

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE PRICE

Additional pair of guides 8C1012610 € 22,00
Left opening stainless steel door (hinges on the left) -- -

Left opening stainless steel double doors (hinges on the left) -- € 773,00
Right opening stainless steel double doors (hinges on the right) -- € 773,00
Left opening glass door (hinges on the left) -- € 553,00
Right opening glass door (hinges on the right) -- € 553,00
Left opening glass double doors (hinges on the left) -- € 1.437,00
Right opening glass double doors (hinges on the right) -- € 1.437,00
Additional internal LED light bar for stainless steel door (which substitutes the spotlight LED) -- € 304,00
Sanigen® -- € 515,00
Castors (2 with brake) Machine height max H= 2125 mm -- € 227,00
High feet H = 180 - 230 mm - Machine height max H= 2200 mm -- € 55,00
Lower feet H = 80 - 115 mm - Machine height  max H = 2050 mm -- € 67,00

PACKAGES ON REQUEST PRICE

Fumigated wooden cage € 352,00
Fumigated wooden crate € 585,00
Fumigated wooden cage (remote C.U.) € 449,00
Fumigated wooden crate (remote C.U.) € 683,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 5% on the price  
of the equipment

NOTE:  • The stainless steel door version has an internal spotlight LED for the lighting.    
 • The glass door version has internal LED light bar..
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VERSION CODE PRICE

A - N*ICE with self - contained condensing unit air PNICESAA.. € 6.660,00

AW - N*ICE with self - contained condensing unit mixed air-water PNICESAW.. € 7.430,00

RU - N*ICE with remote condensing unit air PNICESRU.. € 7.550,00

RWL - N*ICE with remote condensing unit pipeline water PNICESRW.. € 7.910,00

WL - N*ICE with self - contained condensing unit pipeline water PNICESWL.. € 7.170,00

RC - N*ICE with self - contained condensing unit air and remote 
condenser only PNICESRC.. € 7.290,00

DIMENSIONS EXTERNAL AVAILABLE INNER AREA

width 730 mm 530 mm
depth 821 mm 650 mm
height 2060 mm 1300 mm
weight 165 kg

ELECTRICAL DATA DEFROST

max power consumption 0,96 kW 1,9 kW
max tension absorbed 5,5 A 8,9 A
voltage 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE) 230 V-50Hz (1N+PE)

CAPACITY (40 mm pitch) NR.

standard tray - rack 31 (GN 2/1)

pastry tray holder 31 (600x400mm)
on request

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Holding cabinet N*ICE with incorporated unit - Gas R452A

Trays holder GN 2/1 ( n. 8 pair of guides and n. 2 wire shelves GN 2/1 included)

Right opening (hinges on the right)

Standard feet H =115 - 165 mm

Standard packaging (carton box + pallet)

N*ICE

The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25°C / +15°C



The standard equipment doesn’t include racks and trays. All other accessories are optional and need to be ordered separately.
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OPTIONAL CODE  PRICE

Pastry trays holder (n.15 pair of guides included) which substitutes the standard holder GN 2/1  -- € 293,00
Pastry trays holder (n.15 pair of guides included) in addition to the standard holder  8N1700910 € 844,00
Additional pair of guides GN 2/1  8N1700600 € 27,00
Additional pair of pastry guides  8N1700610 € 28,00
Left opening (hinges on the left) -- -

Glass door -- € 395,00
Lockable door -- € 88,00
Sanigen® and lockable door -- € 661,00
Sanigen® -- € 575,00
High feet H = 180 - 230 mm - Machine height max H= 2200 mm -- € 55,00
Lower feet H= 80  - 115 mm - Machine height H = 2085 mm -- € 67,00
Castors (2 with brake) - Machine height H = 2096 mm -- € 227,00
Stainless steel box for remote condensing unit -- € 121,00

PACKAGES ON REQUEST PRICE

€ 237,00

€ 366,00

€ 51,00

€ 381,00

€ 517,00

Fumigated wooden cage

Fumigated wooden crate

Standard packaging (for remote C.U.) 

Fumigated wooden cage (remote C.U.) 

Fumigated wooden crate (remote C.U.) 

Fumigated wooden crate (flat cabinet) € 502,00

SPECIAL VOLTAGES PRICE

On request + 5% on the price 
of the equipment
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ICE CREAM TRAYS CAPACITY

trays tubs

w x d x h 330 x 165 
x h120

330 x 165 
x h150

330 x 250 
x h120

330 x 250 
x h150

360 x 165 
x h120

360 x 165 
x h150

360 x 250 
x h120

360 x 250 
x h150

Ø 200 x 
h250

CP40 
Multi 80 64 60 48 80 64 40 32 45

CP40 
Multi 
Plus

80 64 60 48 80 64 40 32 45

CP80 
Multi 80x2 64x2 60x2 48x2 80x2 64x2 40x2 32x2 45x2

CP80 
Multi 
Plus

80x2 64x2 60x2 48x2 80x2 64x2 40x2 32x2 45x2

CP120 
Multi 80x3 64x3 60x3 48x3 80x3 64x3 40x3 32x3 45x3

CP ONE 54 42 36 28 54 42 36 28 36

N*ICE 32 24 24 18 32 24 24 18 24

HO
LD

IN
G 

CA
BI

NE
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ACCESSORIES
GASTRONOMY

WIRE SHELVES CODE PRICE

GN 1/1 (530x325 mm) 
in stainless steel

01640010 € 37,00

GN 2 /1 (530x650 mm) 
in stainless steel

01640020 € 63,00

GN 2 /1 (530x650 mm) 
in plastic 
for N*ICE only

 8N1700700 € 21,00

TRAYS CODE PRICE

GN 1/1 H. 20 mm 
in stainless steel

01640030 € 41,00

GN 1/1 H. 40 mm 
in stainless steel

01640040 € 49,00

GN 2/1 H 65 mm
in stainless steel

01640080 € 113,00

PASTRY

WIRE SHELVES CODE PRICE

400x600 mm 
in chromium plated steel 

01640025 € 26,00

400x600 mm 
in stainless steel

01640026 € 45,00

800x600 mm 
in stainless steel

01640022 € 100,00

TRAYS CODE PRICE

400x600x20 mm 
in aluminium

01640090 € 28,00

800x600x20 mm 
in aluminium

01640092 € 63,00

400x600x20 mm
in stainless steel

01640210 € 64,00
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ICE CREAM

WIRE SHELVES CODE PRICE

400X680 mm 
in stainless steel
for CP Multi only

01640023 € 59,00

600x800 mm
in stainless steel
for CP ONE only

01640022 € 100,00

TRAYS CODE PRICE

600x800x20 mm 
in aluminium

01640092 € 63,00
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SALES CONDITIONS

1. SCOPE OF THE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.2 The provisions contained in these General Terms and Conditions of Sale (“GTC” or “General Terms and Conditions”) shall 
apply to all purchase orders (hereinafter also “Orders”) - and to contracts entered into in connection with the Parties agreement
on an Order – concerning the sale of Products (hereinafter the “Products”) by Irinox SpA with registered office in Corbanese di
Tarzo (Treviso - Italy), via Madonna di Loreto 6/b, tax code and VAT no. 02152370264 (hereinafter “Irinox” or the “Seller”) in
favour of the customer (the “Customer” or the “Purchaser” and, jointly with Irinox, the “Parties”).
1.3 The General Terms and Conditions, in the version in force at the time an Order is made, form an integral and substantial 
part of the Order to which they refer to and are intended to provide the general terms and conditions governing the contract
entered into by the Parties on the acceptance of an Order.
1.4 The application of these GTC entails the unenforceability of any general conditions of supply proposed and/or normally 
applied by the Purchaser. The Purchaser therefore waives any of its conditions, as the case may be, and irrevocably accepts these 
General Terms and Conditions.
1.5 The conditions set out in letters, contracts or other material coming from the Purchaser shall have no effect on Irinox,
unless expressly accepted in writing by the latter with express mention that they derogate from these GTC.
1.6 Irinox can amend these GTC, which apply to all Orders made after the new version has been notified to the Purchaser.

2. PURCHASE ORDER
2.1 Each Order shall be sent to Irinox in writing: (i) via fax or e-mail.
2.2 The Purchaser cannot revoke the Order since the moment it is submitted, unless Irinox accepts the Order within the
deadline set forth in Article 2.4 below.
2.3 Irinox shall have, in any event, the right to refuse acceptance of an Order at its sole discretion; each Order submitted
to Irinox shall therefore become binding on Irinox only when the Purchaser receives notification of acceptance of the Order
(hereinafter also the “Order Confirmation”) by Irinox.
2.4 The Order Confirmation by Irinox shall be made in writing (by fax or e-mail) within 10 working days from the date the
Order is sent by the Purchaser. If the Order is accepted, a binding purchase agreement between the Parties shall be executed.
2.5 If the Order Confirmation contains one or more amendments with respect to the Order received by the Purchaser
(regarding, for example, the number and/or characteristics of the Products and/or delivery times), the Oder Confirmation shall be 
considered as a new Order proposal and shall be deemed accepted by the Purchaser if it is not contested by the latter within 48
hours of receipt.
2.6 Any obligation and/or condition agreed upon or otherwise proposed by Irinox agents or representatives shall have no
effect if it is not set out in writing in the Order as accepted by Irinox.
2.7 The place where the contract is executed, including by electronic means, shall be in any event the Seller’s office.
2.8 If subsequent to accepting an Order, the Purchaser submits a request for modification of the Order (regarding, for
example, the technical characteristics of a Product), Irinox shall have exclusive discretion on whether to accept the request for
change, while Irinox may, in any event, subject the acceptance of the proposed changes to the Purchaser’s acceptance of new
terms of delivery and/or an adjustment of the consideration.

3. TRANSPORT
If the Buyer should be late in accepting delivery of the goods, the goods may also be stored, at the Seller’s
discretion and at the Buyer’s risk and expense, at the premises of third parties. A storage charge of 2.50% of the price of the
goods sold for each month of storage (or fraction of a month) from the date of preparation of the goods will be invoiced for
possible warehousing at the Seller’s premises.
If the goods are to remain with third parties, the cost that the third party supplier will charge to Irinox spa for the storage
of the goods will be invoiced from time to time. If the delay in delivery should exceed three months, the contract will be
considered terminated for fault of the Buyer. The return of the goods must be agreed between the Buyer and the
Seller at the time of order confirmation. At this time, the Buyer may also decide whether to insure the goods against
possible transport damage. The price of the Logistics service will be notified at the time of order confirmation and
will depend on the chosen return mode and on the type of transport used. If the Buyer should decide to return the
goods EXW, these will always travel at the Buyer’s total risk, and Irinox spa shall not be liable for transport damage.

4. PRODUCTS SPECIFICS
4.1 The Seller reserves the right to make, at any time and without this altering their essential characteristics, any
modification and/or variation to its Products deemed necessary or otherwise appropriate, without this giving rise to any right in
favour of the Purchaser.
4.2 Data and illustrations included in catalogues, schedules, newsletters or other illustrative materials are indicative in
nature. These data are not binding unless expressly so indicated in the Order.
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5. PRICE AND PAYMENT
5.1 All payments shall be made based on the prices, terms and manners agreed upon in the Order. Payments shall be 
made within the agreed deadline, including when the Products’ delivery is delayed.
5.2 Prices do not include value added tax or any other similar tax (VAT) payable in the country in which the Purchaser 
has its registered office. If VAT is payable in the country where the Purchaser has its registered office, it shall be indicated 
separately in the invoice and shall be paid by the Purchaser. The amount agreed “on delivery” shall be paid when the products 
availability notice is received.
5.3 If the Parties have agreed on the advance payment without further indications, it is assumed that the advance 
payment refers to the entire price. Unless otherwise agreed, the advance payment shall be credited to the Seller’s account 
at the time the Order is sent. The advance shall be non-interest bearing and shall be promptly returned to the Purchaser if 
the relevant Order is not confirmed by the Seller.
5.4 In the event of delayed payment, the Purchaser shall be required to pay the default interest pursuant to Legislative 
Decree No. 231 of 9 October 2002 from the date of default to the balance.

6. WARRANTIES AND COMPLAINTS
6.1  In accordance with Articles 1490 et seq. of the Italian Civil Code, Irinox warrants that the Products are free from 
defects that render them unsuitable for the use to which they are intended or significantly decrease their value.
6.2 The warranty runs from the date of installation and lasts 24 months for new Products and 12 months for used and 
showroom products. The warranty is provided for all new and used products, solely if the following conditions have been 
met: 
• A testing report, with all sections duly completed, must be submitted, including in particular the following 
information: name and details of the end client (name, address, telephone, e-mail), date of testing and installer.
• The product must be installed by Irinox technical assistance centres Irinox or Official Resellers. The installation 
report, duly completed and legible, must be provided in two copies, one for the end client and one for Irinox, within three 
days of installation. If one of the above conditions is not met, the warranty will not be applied.
• The installation report, saved with the device serial number and with all contents duly completed, must be sent by 
e-mail to the following e-mail address: service@irinox.com.
6.2  The warranty is provided for all components of the Product, with the exception of: damages due to shipping, with 
shipping borne by the purchaser of the device; any aesthetic components; door gaskets; hinges, capacitor filters, handles 
and closure mechanisms; relays; starter capacitors; and fuses, unless the defect is identified during the installation and 
testing phase. The warranty will be void if: Irinox does not receive the damage report, complete with serial number, within 
five business days of the discovery of the presumed malfunction; the device installation report is not delivered to Irinox 
(service@irinox.com); the device is used in a manner not specified in the use and maintenance manual; the device is not 
installed properly, as specified in the technical manual; or if only original placement parts are not used.
6.3 The Purchaser shall carefully examine the Products at the time of their delivery 
6.4 In the event of damages to the packaging, the Purchaser shall accept the goods as “goods unchecked”. In case of 
default, Irinox reserves the right to charge in part or in full the value of the units sent to replace the damaged ones.
6.5 Any complaints relating to apparent defects, including, but not limited to, those concerning the state of the 
packaging and the features of the Products themselves must be notified to Irinox within 2 days of their receipt under 
penalty of forfeiture.
6.6 Any complaints relating to all other defects not identifiable after a thorough check at the time of receipt (so-called 
hidden defects) shall be notified to Irinox, under penalty of forfeiture, within 8 days from the date of the discovery of the 
defect by the Purchaser and, in any event, no later than the warranty term referred to in Article 6.2 above.
6.7 The report must be submitted in written form, precisely identifying the defective Product, its serial number, date 
installed and nature of the defect, with adequate supporting photographic documentation.
6.8 If a Product is defective and the Purchaser has reported this fact to Irinox in accordance with the present Article 6, 
Irinox, where it finds that there is in fact a defect covered by the warranty, may remedy the defect by sending the replacement 
part under warranty, without applying any shipping costs or, at its discretion, by replacing it with another non-defective part 
as soon as possible. It is understood that the Purchaser will always be liable for the labour performed by technicians and for 
customs duties.
6.9 In accordance with Article 1462 of the Italian Civil Code, no complaint concerning the quality of the Products may 
be claimed, not even by way of objection, unless payment of the entire amount due by the Purchaser has been made.
6.10 Save in the event of the Seller’s wilful misconduct or gross negligence, any further contractual or non-contractual 
liability of the Seller that may arise in some way from, or in connection with, the supply of defective Products, including, but 
not limited to, liability for any direct or indirect damages, or lack of profit, recall campaigns, etc., is expressly excluded.
Irinox disclaims liability for financial losses, lost profits or specific indirect or consequential damages, including, but 
not limited to, losses or damages arising from the deterioration of food products. For parts or labour due to failures of 
components or other damages deriving from improper use, non-standard installation or failure to clean and/or perform 
routine maintenance on the product, as specified by the Manufacturer in the manual accompanying the device. For repairs 
or replacements of all parts that, as determined by Irinox, have been subject to alteration, negligence, abuse, accidents 
or damage during transit or installation after the date of their manufacture. For the repair or replacement of damaged 
components due to electrical failures, use of extension cables, low voltage or voltage drops on the device, or the use of non-
original replacement parts. For any damages caused during storage in any warehouse of the purchaser/client. For the repair 
or replacement of components/devices damaged during shipping, if it does not receive a copy of the shipping document 
subject to confirmation, picture of the damages and serial number of the device within two business days of delivery. For 
any expenses arising from labour, ancillary costs and relocation from the place in which the device is installed, as well as for 
any customs duties and/or taxes owed.
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6.11 Returns and replacements: returns and replacements must always be authorised exclusively by Irinox. The cost of 
shipping components and products to Irinox will always be borne by the Purchaser.

7. CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY
7.1 In this article, “Confidential Information” means all information of any kind (oral, written or in any other form) which 
is not available to the public even if not specifically classified as “confidential” - including, but not limited to, all documents, 
news, projections, prices, marketing techniques, materials, processes, projects, drawings, estimates, technical, managerial, 
administrative, economic estimates, marketing, economic, commercial or financial planning, which is object of intellectual or 
industrial property of any kind (including know-how) - relating to one of the Parties, which have been or will be provided by one 
of the Parties to the other Party, in the context of the execution of an Order.7.2 
7.2 With regard to Confidential Information, the Parties mutually undertake – with the express declaration to be bound by 
Article 1381 of the Italian Civil Code as to the actions made by the subjects acting on their behalf:
(i) to consider the Confidential Information of the other Party as strictly confidential and, except as expressly permitted by 
this article or with the written consent of the other Party, not to transmit or disclose by any means the other Party’s Confidential 
Information to third parties;
(vi) to take all measures as reasonably necessary to preserve the confidential nature of the Confidential Information of the 
other Party;
(vii) to use the other Party’s Confidential Information only within the limits of - and for the purpose of-performing the 
contract entered into between the Parties; and
(viii) to destroy - at the other Party’s request - at any time the other Party’s Confidential Information, providing written 
confirmation of the destruction.
7.3 The undertaking of confidentiality provided for in this article does not apply where disclosure is required by law or 
judicial authorities; in this case the interested Party shall inform the other Party in advance and, in any event, shall not disclose 
any more than strictly necessary to comply with the law or the decisions rendered by the judicial authority.
7.4 The Parties mutually undertake to comply with all the obligations deriving from the legislation on data protection, 
in particular: Regulation (EU) 2016/679, any further national or supranational legislation concerning data protection and the 
decisions issued by the Data Protection Authority (“Applicable Privacy Law”).
7.5 For the purpose of performing the contract, the Parties shall act as independent controllers of personal data exchanged 
when performing the contract and that will be used exclusively for the purposes related to the performance of the contract or to 
comply with obligations under the law.
7.6 The Parties hereby represent and warrant that: any exchange of personal data of which they are independent controllers 
is carried out in compliance with the Applicable Privacy Law; they informed the data subjects and were authorised by them to 
disclose such data to third parties.

8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
8.1 The Purchaser acknowledges that Irinox is the exclusive owner of the distinctive signs and any other industrial and 
intellectual property right on the Products and expressly undertakes not to infringe them in any way. For the purposes of this 
article, industrial and intellectual property means, by way of example, any right relating to i) trademarks; ii) patents; iii) design; iv) 
trade secrets; v) know how; or vii) Irinox copyright.
8.2 The Customer cannot claim any right nor remedy in relation to the industrial and intellectual property rights related to 
the Products, or to any programs and other intellectual creations of third parties that have granted to Irinox the rights to use such 
programs and intellectual works in relation to the Products. The Customer undertakes to indemnify and hold Irinox harmless 
against any adverse effect, damage, indemnification, cost, loss or expense (including legal fees) incurred as a result of actions, 
complaints, claims or actions of relevant third parties concerning, deriving from and/or connected to an infringement by the 
Customer of third parties intellectual property rights in relation to the use of the Products.

9. TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION OF PERFORMANCE
9.1 Without prejudice to further termination grounds provided by other articles of these general terms and conditions, 
Irinox may terminate the contract by written notice to the Customer pursuant to Article 1456 of the Italian Civil Code in the 
event of breach by the Customer of the obligations set forth in Articles 8.1; 8.2. and 10.6. In any event, Irinox retains the right to 
compensation for any damage suffered.
9.2 The Parties acknowledge that the contract shall be terminated pursuant to Article 1454 of the Italian Civil Code in the 
event of the Purchaser’s failure to pay an invoice within the deadline provided, if such default persists for more than 15 days from 
receipt of a specific notice to perform by Irinox.
9.3 Irinox shall have the right to suspend the performance of the obligations deriving from the sale of the Products, in 
accordance with Article 1461 of the Italian Civil Code, in the event that the Purchaser’s financial situation may undermine the 
performance of its obligations unless a suitable guarantee is provided.
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10. MISCELLANEOUS
10.1 All requests and communications of any kind (including, but not limited to requests for intervention, modifications,
spare parts, estimates, etc.) shall be made directly to the Seller in writing, by registered letter, by fax or e-mail, to the addresses
provided for this purpose to the Purchaser. The Seller shall bear no responsibility for any unanswered requests in the event they
were submitted in a different way, even if they were submitted by the Seller’s agents or other staff.
10.2 If the Customer requests for a review of a bespoke product, he is required to indicate the review index related to the
bespoke product requested, in addition to his reference.
10.3 Unless otherwise expressly accepted in writing, no set-off between any receivables claimed by the Purchaser against
Irinox and the Purchaser’s payables, on any grounds, deriving, inherent and/or consequent to the sales contract is permitted.
10.4 The Customer is required to inform the Seller, at the pre-contractual stage, of the existence of any special regulations
to be complied with in the country of final destination of the goods to be supplied.
10.5 Nominal weights and dimensions, however and wherever indicated, are approximate
10.6 The Customer cannot transfer the contract to third parties without the prior written consent of Irinox.
10.7 Upon prior notice, Irinox may, at its discretion and at any time, assign or transfer the Contract to companies/entities
belonging to the Irinox Group.

11. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION
11.1 These General Terms and Conditions and any agreement entered into by the Parties shall be governed and construed
in accordance with Italian law. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods of 11 April 1980
shall not apply.
11.2 The courts of the State where the Seller has its registered office shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute
concerning or in any way connected to the performance and/or interpretation of these GTC and/or any agreement entered into
by the Parties.

In accordance with Article 1341 of the Italian Civil Code, the Purchaser specifically states to have read and accepted the provisions
and obligations set forth in the following articles of these General Terms and Conditions: 2.2 and 2.5 (Purchase Order); 3.1; 3.3;
3.4 and 3.5 (Delivery); 5.1 (Price and Payment); 6.1; 6.2; 6.3; 6.4; 6.5; 6.6 .; 6.7; 6.8; 6.9; 6.10 (Warranties and Complaints); 9.1; 9.2
and 9.3 (Termination and Suspension of Performance); 11.1 and 11.2 (Applicable Law and Jurisdiction)
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